September 2018

Road Trip

Oh my, fall is starting to creep up on us. It is
strange how you can feel the change in many
ways; cooler nights, heavy dew in the morning and
the ambiance all around. It won’t be long; and we
will start to see a change in the trees. Not sure we
are ready for the change, but since we can’t stop it,
we might as well embrace it and enjoy it.
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some memories, and a cup of something warm.

We piled onto the Eatran bus and headed off to
Mooville for our favorite treat -ICE CREAM!!!

Armchair Travels
Thanks to modern technology, we can travel
anywhere in the world right from the comfort of
our chairs and it doesn’t cost us a dime. Most
recently we traveled down “Route 66”, which by
the way is also known as the Will Rogers
Highway, the Main Street of America or the
Mother Road, and was one of the original
highways within the U.S. Highway System. We
really enjoyed that one. We also highly
recommend a 3-part PBS series that explores the
“10 Streets that Changed America”, “10
Monuments that Changed America” and “10
Modern Marvels that Changed America”.
These were excellent shows and we learned so
much. We have also visited the Grand Canyon
and Southern Spain in our recent travels.
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Music
We are continually blessed with music from Chuck
Archer, Dave Dickerson, Bill and Susan Jaynes,
Chuck Jenson, Marty Noss, Fred Walker and
“Willie”. We are so thankful and grateful that you
come and share your talents with us.

Game Time
We love to play games! We have our regulars;
like Dominoes, Bunco and Bingo, but we also
love to play other games too, including Left
Right Center; Card Bingo; Word Mining; Spin
to Win; Kickin’ Around Memories and
Horseshoes to name a few. We try to keep our
mind and body as active as possible. 😉

Fall Crafts
Fall seems to bring out our creative side. We start
thinking about what we can do with the beautiful fall
leaves, dried flowers and weeds; and almost magically
we create something unique and beautiful.

Ready for some Left Right Center

Perfect day for Horseshoes

Ladies PJ Party

Good time with friends!

